WEDDING PACKAGES

Cell: +263 772 440 052 or +263 712 405 592 Email: enquiries@scottyphotography.net
Website: scottyphotography.net Skype: scottyphotography

Thank you for considering me as your potential wedding
photographer, I look forward to working with you!
The following packages offer different final products and their relevant prices, all the prices are quoted in US
Dollars. These prices exclude any out of town travel or other direct disbursements, which would be billed at cost.

We offer a FREE engagement shoot with your chosen package.
As this is preliminary correspondence for you to see a list of our offered services, should you choose a package
and wish to proceed further then a meeting can be arranged where event planning and terms of reference can
be discussed. We have found over the years that due to the nature of wedding schedules an additional 2 hours
of photography can be added to the package if you require it for an additional charge of US$75 per hour or part
thereof.
Unfortunately we do not take previsional bookings, to confirm your booking we require a 50% deposit of your
chosen package. This can be paid in cash or into our local bank account. The contract will need to be signed to
confirm your booking with us.
We know you will be eager to recieve your final wedding photographs, however, we may sometimes need up to 6
weeks of editing time depending on our work schedule.
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Silver Package - US$750.00
8 hours of photography
Final delivery of edited photographs on a memory stick
A slideshow of a selection of images
* 2nd Photographer can be arranged at an extra cost

Gold Package - US$950.00
8 hours of photography
1st Photographer - Bridal preparations, ceremony & reception for total hours
2nd Photographer - Groom’s preparations and ceremony only (can stay on longer if required at an additional cost).
Subject to wedding location.
Final delivery of edited photographs on a memory stick with creative adjustments to a variety of images (black and
white, sepia, etc)
A slideshow of a selection of images.
Prints:
An A3 canvas
Two 10x15 inch prints
Five 8x12 inch prints
Ten 6x4 inch prints
Above print selection to be done by you.
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Gold Plus Package - US$1200.00
8 hours of photography
1st Photographer - Bridal preparations, ceremony & reception for total hours
2nd Photographer - Groom’s preparations and ceremony only (can stay on longer if required at an additional cost).
Subject to wedding location.
Final delivery of edited photographs on a memory stick with creative adjustments to a variety of images (black and
white, sepia, etc)
A slideshow of a selection of images
A4 Coffee Table Wedding Book
Prints:
An A3 canvas
Two 10x15 inch prints
Five 8x12 inch prints
Ten 6x4 inch prints
Above print selection to be done by you
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Platinum Package - US$1900.00
Photography & Videography Combined
Together with Saint Productions, we offer an all in one service covering both photography and videography. Both
packages cover 8 hours, however additional two hours can be arranged at an hourly rate. A contract with separate
terms and conditions will apply for this package. Please contact us for further arrangements regarding weddings
outside of Harare.

Photography

Videography

Two photographers

Two cameras, filming and editing

1st Photographer - Bridal preparations
2nd Photographer - Groom’s preparations and
ceremony (can stay on longer if required at an
additional cost). Subject to wedding location.

1st Camera - Bridal preparations
2nd Camera - Groom’s preparations
Full ceremony covered with two cameras

Final delivery of edited photographs a memory stick
with creative adjustments to a variety of images
(black and white, sepia, etc).

1st Camera cocktail highlights
2nd Camera Interviews (Limited to eight people)
Reception covered with two cameras

A slideshow of a selection of images

End product on DVD (two edited DVD copy, printed case
one backup copy with case ). We require that an external
hard drive (new Seagate 500gig) to be provided to act as
backup for the Master Uncompressed HD files & Project
file.

Prints:
• An A3 canvas
• Two 10x15 inch prints
• Five 8x12 inch prints
• Ten 6x4 inch prints

Please note that all our video packages come with our
lighting package included.

Above print selection to be made by you.

Extras:
• Please note that we can provide a drone for
Arial shoots at a rate of $125 per hour
• Pre wedding interviews (a total of 10 persons) $185
• Extra Camera (more detailed coverage of guests)
$150
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Wedding Contract

1.

This agreement constitutes an order for wedding portraiture services, including the taking of wedding pictures as agreed to
by both parties: Scottyphotography and the Contracting Party (Client). Unless otherwise specified, it is understood that any
and all rights to proofs, final or sample prints, thereof shall remain the property of Scottyphotography and may be used for
advertising, display or any other purpose thought proper.

2.

If the Photographer cannot perform this Agreement in whole or in part due to a fire or other casualty, acts of God or nature
or terror, or other cause beyond the control of the parties or due to Photographer’s illness or injury, then Scottyphotography
will return all fees to the Client(s) but shall have no further liability with respect to this Agreement. This limitation on liability
shall also apply in the event that photographic materials are damaged in processing, lost through camera malfunction, lost
in the mail, or otherwise lost or damaged without fault on the part of Photographer. Client(s) agree that an entire wedding
cannot be replicated, re-enacted or repeated for the purpose of a re-shoot and limits the Studio’s liability to the amount paid
under this contract.

3.

It is understood and agreed that no other photographer will be allowed to photograph or take pictures at the wedding while
the Photographer is working.

4.

On signing of this agreement by both parties hereto and payment of a suitable deposit, Scottyphotography will reserve the
time agreed upon and will not make another reservation for the specific time frame. For this reason, all deposits are nonrefundable even if the date is changed or if the wedding becomes cancelled for any reason.

5.

The service fees are reflected in the attached invoice. A deposit of 50% is due upon the signing of this agreement, with a
further payment of all necessary expenses (unless otherwise specified) such as parking, fuel, travel, taxi, hotel charges, etc.,
to be paid before the date of the event. No photography will take place and no rights are granted until timely payment is
made in full. Late payment fees may apply. The fee is non refundable in case of cancellation or date change by client.

6.

If necessary and agreed to by both parties the photographer may be required to work beyond the timeframes quoted in
the packages. If agreed the photographer can be asked to continue working for an additional 2 hours or part thereof, at an
additional expense of US$75 (seventy five) per hour. This extra time shall not exceed 2 hours or past midnight on the day.

7.

Final delivery of photographs, depending on the time of year we may have had a number of other weddings before hand
which also need to be edited. We only give out work that has been fully edited and that is of the highest standard and this
may take up to 6 weeks.

8.

RAW images will not be given out under any circumstances.

I / We, the undersigned Contracting Party, hereby warrant that I am / we are competent to contract in my / our own name(s). I /
we confirm that I / we have read the herein agreement prior to its execution and I / we are fully familiar with the contents thereof.
This agreement shall be binding upon us and our heirs, legal representatives and assigns, and we certify that we have received a
complete copy of this agreement.

Client Name 					

Contractor Name

Client Signature 					

Contractor Signature

Date 						

Date

Wedding Date & Venue (if known)
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engagement shoot
Offered free of charge with any package preferably done before your
wedding so we can get to know you.
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